
St. Paul Pre-K:  Week #2 Continuous Learning Packets.  These items will be in your packet for the week of 
April 13, 2020.  I do not need anything returned to me.  If the activity is too hard for your student, please 
feel free to do it with them.  Remember, your child is 4/5 and shouldn’t sit for long periods of time. 
 
Alphabet Knowledge:  The Letter Uu.  Uppy Umbrella is our Letterland Character for the letter U.  Uppy 
Umbrella’s action is to hold up her imaginary umbrella with one hand low and the other above it on the 
umbrella handle while saying the /u/ sound.  U is a vowel and also belongs to Mr. U, the Uniform Man.  
When we practice the long vowel sound, we punch the air with our right hand and call out our name U.  
Formation of the letter U:  start at the top straight down and curve from the bottom line straight up, then 
back down with a monkey tail so he doesn’t fall over. 
 
The Letter Qq.  Quarrelsome Queen is our other Letter land Character for the letter Q.  Quarrelsome 
Queen’s action is to point index finger up as if ordering, “Quiet!”  While saying the /q/ sound.  The letter 
Q  begins at the top, circle all the way around back to the start.  Pick up your pencil and make a kickstand 
to hold him up like the one on your bike. 
 
Math:  Jelly Bean Addition.  Use your jelly beans to act out simple addition stories with your child.  You do 
not need to write the problems down, but I’ve added the sheet if your child wishes too.   
 
Example stories:  1 purple jelly bean and 2 pink jelly beans.  How many jelly beans?  Or  2 green jelly 
beans were swinging and 2 yellow jelly beans came to swing.  How many jelly beans now?  Etc…. 
 
Number 17-  Trace, color and count.  Oral counting with your child anytime will be good practice.  
Practice to 30.  When your child is successful, increase slowly until you reach 100.   
 
Circle Time-  Every morning, our music helper would choose an animal for us to sing about during a verse 
of “Old MacDonald’s Farm.”  I’ve included a barn, a page of colored animal, a sheet of animals for your 
child to color themselves if they wish.   
 
Please continue to work on writing first and last names and cutting with scissors. 
 
Also, you may always contact me through Seesaw or email (bsmith@usd505.org). 
 
Happy Easter Little Chicks!  I miss you all very much and “hop” everything is going “EGGS-ellent!!”   
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